
PNDA Report Workshop Day 11 June 2022  

The day was very successful. Both Tutors from Wellington Turid Revfeim Ballet &Callum Phipps 

Contemporary were well received.  

We received 60 entries which transpired into 120 participants over the two genres. 

Intermediate and junior classes we had 20-24 participants and for  

Senior 8 participants  

The ballet work was particularly challenging and it was inspiring watching the young students master 

the variations they had been taught. The repertoire was adapted from the ballet Coppélia  

The junior group learnt the Dance of the Hours, the intermediate group the La Priѐre solo 

& the seniors the Dawn Solo.  

The Contemporary group with technique classes over the same three groups .  

The theatre was buzzing all day. Many parents stayed and assisted with their children. The 

committee worked in two teams. Each tutor had a committee assistant who assisted throughout the 

day. Committee were assigned to a genre to assist with pinning numbers onto workshop participants 

over the three levels Jnr Int Senior for the rotations. We had a committee person on registration who 

also prepared the certificates for the showing at the end of the day. We had our committee 

photographer who captured participants from each class. These pictures will go into our 2023 

newsletter.  

There was a good audience for the showing matching the number of participants +  

We were thrilled with how the day went.  

The large numbers were a challenge for the tutors especially in the ballet where the tutor had to 

accommodate the two boys in the intermediate class. Things to consider in the future. We were 

lucky that both our tutor minders were teachers so able to assist the tutor.  

The senior class number was affected by Syllabi exams being held over the weekend, in several of the 

studios in the city.  

I have attached our budget.  

The theatre costs were less than the quote.  

 The tutors shared travel. Committee members contribution to food for the volunteers on the day 

contributed to us enjoying a small profit.  

Thankyou for the amount received from Arts Hearts Educational Trust covering both Tutor fees and 

the Regent hireage 

I can supply more photos if needed. Our newsletter comes out in September.  

This was a comment from one of the attending dance schools.  

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid02XxPHpAKN5n2xLv8VUYogBW3zcAvWiu6EcqCK

xxQicxNYbY3o7BAsrQMJ6s7nZRx3l&id=100064570367465&sfnsn=mo&mibextid=6aamW6 

Maryanne Mechen  
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